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Origins of Sectionalism from Colonies into 19th Century 
 
Geographic and Ecnomic: 
-Northeast developed industrial-manufacturing—merchant based economy 
-South developed predominantly agrarian—based economy revolving around 
cash crop and slavery (first tobacco and rice then cotton after cotton gin) 
 
Geographic and Economic cont.: 
-Early expansion to the west saw agricultural development—the south and the 
west tended to be more politically and economically tied early on 
-1810s and on—with the advent of new transportation systems being built 
(roads, canals, steamboats, and later the railroads), the north and the west 
became more closely knit politically and economically  
 
Constitutional Convention of 1787: 
-Slavery Issue: 
 3/5ths Compromise-for representation and taxes 

Fugitive Slave Clause-promise to return runaway “property” (after blood 
hound bill federal troops are used) 
20 year Guarantee Clause-to end the importation (not slavery, but the 
trading of them, keep up slavery through breeding) of slaves within 30 
years (1808) (20 years from constitution ratify) 

-Representation Issue: 
-Fear that larger, more populous states (tended to be north) would dominate in 
the Congress 

Solution = The Great (Connecticut) Compromise 
 

Hamilton’s Financial Plan 1790: 
-Funding all debt at par (South bared a lot of this debt) 
-The BUS (perception is it’ll only help business in North) 
-Tariff for protection and revenue raising 
-The Whiskey tax (hurting the ones in the West, the ones who use corn to make 
Whisky/use Whiskey as currency) 
-Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions 1798-1799: 



-Madison and Jefferson’s responses to the Alien and Sedition Acts (main 
argument was that states should be able to decide constitutionality since 
Marbury v. Madison not yet decided) 
-Opens up discussion for nullification 
-Emphasis on states rights 
 
New England’s Treasonous Behavior 1807-1815: 
-Flouting of Jefferson’s Embargo (O grab me, the caricature of the snapping 
turtle) 
-Aiding the enemy during the War of 1812 
-Hartford Convention: 

Want of $ assistance to compensate for lost trade 
2/3rds vote in Congress for embargo acts, new states admitted, and war 
declared (really just focused on protecting own commerce and power, 
wanted Congress to check for states to ensure they don’t lose power to 
growing West) 

-Off-handed discussion of nullification and secession during this time by 
Federalists (also didn’t like the Virginia Dynasty, wanted 1 term presidency) 
 
Expansion/New Lands Policies: 
-Land Ordinance of 1785: 
 Old Northwest land to be sold and $ used to pay off national debt 

Land divided into townships—one section devoted to public schools 
(prominent primary schools don’t pop up till Jacksonian reforms) 

-Northwest Ordinance of 1787: 
 Stage 1 = territory—subordinate to federal govt. 
 Stage 2 = statehood application—60k population 
 NO SLAVERY ALLOWED IN OLD NORTHWEST! 
 
Expansion/New Lands Policies cont: 
-Land Act of 1820 
 80 acres of virgin land @ $1.25 per acre 
-These early policies were conceived by the federal Government to encourage 
settlement 
-TO preserve sectional balance, the precedent was set to allow new states to 
enter alternately free and slave 
-By 1819, there were 11 free and 11 slave states (nine new had entered from 
original 13) 
 
Clay’s American System 1816 into 1820s: 
-The BUS 
-Protective tariff 
-Federal dollars for internal improvements: 

Not al all popular with the Jeffersonian Republicans-vetoed in 1817 by 
President Madison (thought it infringed on states rights) 

 New England not at all fond of—fear of draining off their population  



 (The West was really screaming for this though) 
 
II. Key Names and Sectional identities/Roles 
 
North-National-Free 
 Union 
-Alexander Hamilton (New York) 
-John Adams (Massachusetts) 
-JQ Adams (Mass.) 
-Daniel Webster (New Hampshire) 
-Henry Clay (Kentucky) 
-Andrew Jackson (Tennessee) 
-Stephen Douglas (Illinois) 
-Abraham Lincoln (Illinois) 
-Charles Sumner (Massachusetts) 
-Thaddeus Stevens (Pennsylvania) 
-William Seward (New York) 
 
South-Sates-Slave 
Confederacy 
-Thomas Jefferson (not for a split, Virginia, knew that slavery was going to 
destroy the nation, proposed a bill to rid nation of slavery but got rejected) 
-James Madison (not for a split, Virginia) 
-James Monroe (not for split, Virginia) 
-Andrew Jackson (union man not for split but advocated states rights) 
-John C. Calhoun (South Carolina) 
-Robert Haynes (South Carolina, with Webster debated over Tariff) 
-Jefferson Davis (Mississippi) 
-Preston Brooks (beat up Sumner with a cane) 
 Great Compromise 
-Henry Clay 
-Stephen Douglas 
-John Jane Crittenden (Kentucky, Crittenden Compromise which Lincoln) 
 
III. Key Sectional Issues 
-The Tariff 
-The BUS 
-Land Policy/Expansion 
-Slavery/Abolition 
-Nullification and Secession 
 
The Tariff 
Background: 
-Tariffs began with Hamilton’s financial plan 1790 
-Began primarily for revenue collection but also for protection of American 
manufactured products 



-Tariff of 1816 was the very first tariff established for primarily protective 
reasons—set a precedent for higher and higher tariffs throughout the 19th and 
into the 20th century until Progressive reforms (see Overview of US Economy 
review notes) 
 
The North: 
-Leader = Daniel Webster—New Hampshire (He was real carouser, a real 
playa ;)) 
-Position: Future of New England is manufacturing: 
 Have to protect American Infant industries (only protects manufacturers) 
 Need revenue for federal govt. 

A prosperous New England can buy agricultural goods from the South 
(aka. telling the South to shut up and stop whining) 

 
The South: 
-Leader = John C. Calhoun—South Carolina 
-Position: 
1. Issue was used as a “scapegoat”: 

Underlying fear was really the interference of slavery by the Federal 
Government 
Tariff was a good issue to take a strong stand on regarding STATES 
RIGHTS (Really just a spotted owl) 

 Yankee tariff discriminated against them because: 
 
The South Cont.: 
-Position: 
2. “Yankee Tariff” discriminated against them: 
 Had to sell their agricultural products in an unprotected world market 

Forced to buy high priced manufacturing goods in a protected American 
market (tariff hikes prices of foreign goods, so taking advantage of this 
the domestic prices will be raised to just below the tariff price and still 
outsell foreign competition, distorted real value of product) 
If Americans buy less imports from foreigners, then they will buy less 
from US—hurts southern exports  

-The Tariff of Abominations of 1828: 45% protective tariff-infuriated the South! 
 South Carolina Exposition 1828: 

Written in secret by Vice President Calhoun in response to Tariff of 
Abominations (hints of secession) 

 Boldly denounced the a tariff as unjust and unconstitutional  
 Proposed that the state should nullify the tariff 
 
The West: 
-Leader = Henry Clay, Kentucky—the Great Compromiser 
-Position: Generally the West did not support protective tariffs—similar to 
south’s position 



-The Tariff of 1832: Lowered the abominations by about 10% (35%) BUT South 
still viewed as protective. (Platt. “Should have been on the other slide” later 
on…“But I think I put it in the West because Henry Clay helped carry this 
through”) 
 
The West Cont: 
-South Carolina’s Response: Special State Convention 1832—the Nullies v. 
Unionists-the state legislature decided: 
 Tariff of 1832=null and void 
 State should prep military in case feds get ticked 
 State would leave the union if feds attempted to collect the tariff 
-Federal Government’s (President Jackson’s) Response: TICKED!!! Ready to 
send troops! 
-Compromise Tariff of 1833: Henry Clay the Savior! 
 Lowered the 32 tariff by about 10% over net 8 years (gradual increase) 

Included the FORCE BILL (Military can be sent in to collect if they don’t 
pay from that point on) 

-This entire thing happens over the course of 4 years from 1828-32 (Webster 
Haynes debate occurs at this moment) 
 
The Bank of the United States 
Background: 
-1792 original charter (up for re-chartering every 20 years) 
-Re-chartered by the Democrat-Republicans in 1816 (Madison lets it die out 
first though) 
-Up for re-charter in 1835 
-As country expanded west, “wild cat” banks popped up: 
 Borrowed $ from the BUS 
 Generously printed their “rag” money (based on bonds they hold) 
 Made hundreds of loans to land “speculators” 

Will fold, and people who gave money will lose their money (preludes to 
panic of 1819) 

 
Background cont: 
-Panic of 1819 

Imbalance in the $ supply of specie (hard) relative to total $ in loans 
(have inflation) 
BUS reigns in its western branch banks 
 “Calls in” all loans (in hard species, which no one has) 
Debtors, farmers, and especially folks in the West really hurt (duh) 

***This serves to galvanize Hatred towards the BUS by the debtors, farmers, and 
the West. 
 
The North: 
-Supports a sound $ system 
 No inflation 



 Metallic money policy 
-Severs the business interests 
The South and the West 
-Both have agrarian interests 
-Both favored liberal monetary policy: 
 Soft $ (inflation) 
-Panic of 1819 will set stage for fight against the “monster” BUS! 
-Will rally agrarian west and back country folk to Jackson in 1828 and 1832! 
 
President Andrew Jackson 1828-1836: 
-First President from the West 
-Becomes a symbol of the common man 
-BUS had been declared constitutionality in McCulloch v Maryland (1819) 
-President Jackson will proceed to kill the BUS on constitutional grounds: 
1. It favored the plutocrats—the minority 
2. It was a monopoly 
 
President Andrew Jackson cont.: 
-1832 Henry Clay (arch enemy) will seek an early attempt to re-charter the 
bank as a political ploy (both running against each other in upcoming election 
from president, was originally supposed to be re-chartered in 1836) 
-“The bank is trying to kill me but I will kill it!” Jackson vetoed the bill!! (If he 
lets the bank re-charter, then he loses South and West, if he vetoes, he loses 
North) 
-1832-36 = slow death of the BUS: 
 Withdraw govt. $ to bleed bank dry (Biddle suffers) 
 Deposit new $ in pet banks throughout the country 
 
Results of Jackson’s Murder of the BUS: 
-Ironically wildcat banks will cont. on their spree of speculative loans 
-Issuance of Specie Circular in 1836 (all loans now must be paid back with hard 
money backing) 
-Panic of 1837 
-1840 Divorce Bill and Independent Treasury 
-King Andrew!! 
-Formation of the WHIG party! 
 
Results of Jackson’s Murder of the BUS: 
-Whigs in Congress (led by Clay) will twice seek to revive the BUS in the early 
1840s 
-2x “His Accidency”, “Executive ASS” President John Tyler (a Democrat in 
Whigs clothes) will veto 
-The Whig Party will formally expel Tyler  
-Tyler’s cabinet will resign 
-A wave of the flu bug that spread through the nation was called the “Tyler 
Grip” (yeah, they just hated him) 



Land Policy/Expansion 
Background: 
-The Early policies (see part 1--origins) were conceived by the Federal 
Government to encourage settlement 
 
The North: 
-Before the Panic of 1857=fear of expansion west because: 
 Loss of sectional balance in favor of South/West 

Draining of population (cheap labor) to a “politically” growing West-
likely to align w/ South 

 Moral issue of threat of slavery in new lands 
-After the Panic of 1857- cry for “free land” will come from the down-trodden 
in North 
-industrialists will still have above fears 
 
The South: 
-Support for continued land policies because: 
 More crop land=more slavery=more prosperity 
 Affords them a way to keep sectional balance 
-But NOT for free land because: 
 Would encourage northern “free soilers” to fill up western lands 
-Did NOT support federal $ for internal improvements – states rights issue! 
 
The West: 
-Cheap sale of public lands 
-Internal improvements with Federal $ 
-Soft $ to “set up house” and pay for mortgages/croplands (wanted loans to 
purchase land) 
 
*See the timeline for specific legislation and circumstances that bring in new 
land and the issues that “crop up” as a result 
 
Slavery and Abolition 
Abolition: 
-1800 and on-The Second Great Awakening will help to fuel the abolitionist 
movement 
-1817—The American Colonization Society: 
 Idea is to transport blacks back to Africa 

They founded the r\Republic of Liberia in Western Africa (Monrovia = 
capital) 

-1833—American Anti-Slavery Society established (guys like Garrison and 
Phillips comes about) 
 
Abolition Cont.: 
-1830s-40s—Abolition Activist rise up: 

Theodore Dwight Weld: 



 Preached throughout the old Northwest 
 Wrote American Slavery aAs it is (1839) = propaganda 
William Lloyd Garrison 
 Passionate preacher 
 Publisher of The Liberator (1831) 
 Hated by Southerners as terrorist and rebellion instigator 
Wendell Phillips: 
 Abolitionists “Golden trumpet” (supplied money) 

Boston “power broker” who advocated boycott of products 
produced by slavery 

 
Abolition cont: 
-Other Activists into the 1850sw: 
 Harriet Beecher Stowe: 
  Uncle tom’s Cabin 1852 
 John Brown and his raids: 
  Bleeding Kansas 1855-56 
  Harpers Ferry 1859 
-Black Abolitionists: 
 David Walker: 
  -find out yourself I missed it 
 
-Black Abolitionists cont. 
 Sojourner Truth: 
  Fought for women’s rights and end to slavery 
 Martine Delaney 
  Advocated for mass re-colonization to Africa 
 Frederick Douglass: 
  Escaped former slave 
  Most prominent and articulate black for the cause 
  Sought to use government/politics to fight slavery 
 
Abolition cont: 
-(Sectional )Political 3rd Parties: 
 1840 and 1844-Liberty Party 
 1841-1850 Free Soil, eventually morphed into Republicans 
 
Slavery—A Defensive South: 
-A turning point-1831-32 Virginia State Legislature votes down legislation that 
proposed emancipation-results 
 Southern Anti-Slavery societies silenced 
 Slave sates tightened their slave codes 
 Slave states voted to prohibit any kind of emancipation 
-South’s “Bunker Mentality” spurred on by”: (was not a democratic process) 
 See the timeline in part IV 
 



Slavery-A Defensive South: 
-South’s Twisted Logic-Slavery is not bad…it is really very good defense: 
 Support by the bible 
 Blacks are better of being in Christian civilization 
 Master/slave relationship offers “family” value 
 Etc. you know these were twisted 
 Treated better than normal wage slaves 
Slavery—A Defensive South 
-Throw out the Constitution and the 1st Amendment 
 1835—US Government orders Southern postmasters to destroy 
abolitionist material in the US mail 
 1836-GAG resolution pushed through the US House of Representatives 
that tabled any debate on anti-slavery issues (eventually defeated after 8 years) 
 
Northern Opposition to Abolitionist Movement: 
-Not all Northerners were abolitionists or sympathetic to the movement 
 -Lots of hatred towards blacks especially by lowly laborers 
-Talk of Northern secession by zealots like Garrison was a turnoff 
-Northern industry and labor and a heavy economic stake in Southern cotton 
production 
-Many riots against abolitionists 
-Galvanizes North against slavery through Compromise of 1850’s Slave Laws 
which force Northern cooperation 
 
Galvanization of Abolitionist Cause-1850s: 
-Compromise of 1850 and the Fugitive Slave Law (the “Bloodhound Bill”) 
-1852 Uncle Tom’s Cabin 
-1854 Kansas-Nebraska Act 
-1855-61 “Bleeding Kansas” 

-1857 Le Compton Constitution (no matter how you vote there will be 
some form of slavery) 

-1857 Dred Scott Case 
-1859 Martyred John Brown after Harper’s Ferry 
 
Philosophical Basis: 
-Compact Theory: 

Begun in 17th and 18th century England with philosophers like Locke, 
Hobbes, and Rousseau  
In creating the National government, the original 13 states (and those 
subsequently to follow) had entered into a “compact” or a contract 
regarding the National Government’s jurisdiction 
THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT WAS A CREATION OF THE STATES 

 
Compact Theory cont: 
 The individual states should be the final judges in whether the national 
had overstepped its authority 



 Thus if concluded that it had, any state had the right to NULLIFY an act 
of the National Government 
 To the extreme, any sate had the right to break off or secede from the 
compact 
 
Compact Theory Challenged: 
 The people and NOT the states had made the original compact—in other 
words; THE PEOPLE (and not the states) HAD CREATED THE NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 
 Therefore it was up to the Supreme Court-not the states-to nullify the 
unconstitutional acts passed by the National government 
 IN terms of secession no state had the sovereign authority, in and of 
itself, to split a union of states created by the people of the Union 
 
Issues that Provoke the Threats: 
-Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions 1798: 
 Written by Madison and Jefferson in Response to the Federalist’s Alien 
and Sedition Acts 
-Hartford Convention 1814: 
 Copy paste repeat 
-South Carolina Exposition 
 Copy paste repeat 
 
Issues that Provoke the Threats cont.: 
Webster Hayne Debate  

Senate debate springs up over a bill authored by a northeastern senator 
that proposed to curbed sale of public lands 

 Debate degenerates into sectional concerns and the TARIFF 
-Star Debaters: 
-Their arguments were each stored up by their supporters for future use 
 
Hayne argued passionately: 

Doctrine of nullification the ONLY means to safeguard the minority 
interests of the south 
Did not advocate secession but to PROTECT SOUTHERN RIGHTS WITHIN 
THE UNION 
 

Webster replied back even more passionately: 
 The people and not the states had framed the Constitution 
 The Supreme Court was the final authority on constitutionality 

If each of the states were free to go their separate way we would only 
have a “rope of sand” 

 Liberty and Union, Now and Forever, One and Inseparable 
 
Southern Carolina’s Nullification of the Tariff of 1832: 
-earlier slide 



 Secession: 
-South Carolina-December 1860 

Makes good on their threat to do so if “sectional” Lincoln (the Illinois 
baboon) was elected 
Unanimous vote of its state legislature 
Begins the landslide of Southern states to follow 
A total of 11 southern states secede and form a confederacy—the 
Confederate States of America 

 
North’s Response to Southern Secession: 
 “Oh for one hour of Jackson!” cried critics 
 Crittenden Compromise 
  Slavery in the territories prohibited north of 36/30 

South of 36/30, slave territories were to be given federal 
protection 
Future states north or south of 36/30 could enter with or without 
slavery as they could choose (popular sovereignty, which emerged 
first in the Kansas-Nebraska Act) 

Lincoln rejects 
CIVIL WAR 
 
Timeline of Sectional Behavior up to Civil War 1820-1860 
-1820 Missouri Compromise: 
 -note the Tallmadge Amendment to Missouri’s application for statehood 
in 1819 (Tallmadge banned slavery in territories and eventual freedom of all 
current slaves) 
-1824 Clay’s American Ssytem 
1828-1833 Tariff of Abominations Crisis 
1829-30 Webster Hayne Debate 
 1831 William Lloyd Garrison’s Liberator 
1865 Stoppinig the Abolitionist mail in the South 
1836-GAG rule in the House of Reps. 
1836-Texas Not Annexed 
1846-Wilmot Proviso (once Mexican territories comes to the US they will be 
locked from slavery, never passes, senate rejects twice and foreshadows 
problems) 
1848-Mexican Cession-Treathy of Guadalupe Hidalgo 
18480Free Soil Party 
-1850-Compromise of 1850 (California free, Bloodhound Bill) 
-defiance of bloodhound bill 
1853 Uncle tom’s Cabin 
1854 Ostend Manifesto (On to Cuba, during Pierce 
1854 Kansas Nebraska Act  
1854 Fromation of the Republican Party 
1855-61 Bleedying Kansas 



1856 William Walker in Nicaragua (goes down to claim it a slave state and gets 
shot) 
1856-The caning of Sumner by Brookes on the floor of the US Senate 
1857-Le Compton Constitution 
1857-The Dred Scott court decision 
1858-The Lincoln-Douglas senate race debates-The Freeport Doctrine 
1859 John Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry and subsequent hanging 
1860-The election of Lincoln 
1860-1 The secession of the 11 states 
 
 
  


